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Dear IWAN HANDOYO PUTRO,
The certification for IJET reviewer is in the attachment, pls check it.
Best regards,
IJET
2010/12/9 Iwan Handoyo Putro <iwanhp@peter.petra.ac.id>
[Hide Quoted Text]
Dear Mr. Dan Yang
I have sent my review on December 6, 2010. However, until now I have not
got any e-mail
confirmation from you. Therefore I am sending you the review form once
again, please see
the attachment.
Could you please give me a confirmation when you could received and
download that file
successfully.
warm regards,
Iwan Handoyo Putro
  Quoting Iwan Handoyo Putro <iwanhp@peter.petra.ac.id>:
Dear Mr. Dan Yang,
Please check my review on the attachment.
warm regards,
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Iwan Handoyo Putro
Quoting DAN YANG <ijcee.editor@gmail.com>:
Dear IWAN HANDOYO PUTRO,
Thanks for your support to IJCEE and looking forward to your impressive
reviewing.
Best regards,
IJCEE
2010/11/23 Iwan Handoyo Putro <iwanhp@peter.petra.ac.id>
Mr Dan Yang,
Thank you for this kind invitation, I am really honored and I would be
more
than happy to review this paper.
I would do my best to finish and send it to you before December 6, 2010.
warm regards,
Iwan Handoyo Putro
Quoting DAN YANG <ijcee.editor@gmail.com>:
IJCEE ? Call for Editorial Boards
Dear IWAN HANDOYO PUTRO,
*International Journal of Computer and Electrical Engineering (IJCEE)*
is
an
international academic journal which gains a foothold in Singapore,
Asia
and
opens to the world. It aims to promote the integration of computer
engineering and electrical engineering. The focus is to publish papers
on
state-of-the-art computer and electrical engineering. Submitted papers
will
be reviewed by technical committees of the Journal and Association. The
audience includes researchers, managers and operators for intelligent
engineering and systems as well as designers and developers.
As you are our distinguished members, we write to invite you to join
the
IJCEE editorial boards. If you are able to help review the paper in the
attachment, please finish the Review Form of IJCEE and send them to us.
We would appreciate it very much if you could complete the review form
by December
6, 2010. All reviewers of IJCEE will be listed in the editorial boards
of
IJCEE. However, if you are not able to help, please let us know as soon
as
possible, we would be most grateful.
If you have any queries, please email us at ijcee.editor@gmail.com. We
thank
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you in advance for your support and contribution to IJCEE.
Yours sincerely,
International Journal of Computer and Electrical Engineering (IJCEE)
http://www.ijcee.org/
IACSIT
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